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The Rae-Taylor Theorem and the Weighted Majority Rule
Abstract: An influential theorem proposed by Rae (1969) and Taylor (1969) shows that the
collective decision-rule which is individually optimal, for a constitution-maker behind a veil of
ignorance, is the simple majority rule. A recent theorem by Brighouse and Fleurbaey (2010)
and Fleurbaey (2008) shows that the weighted majority rule selects collectively optimal
outcomes. In this paper, I argue that the Rae-Taylor framework contains hitherto
underexplored resources that can be used to align their result with Brighouse and Fleurbaey’s.
More specifically, I argue that Rae’s (1969) own discussion of the constitution-maker’s
possible biases points to a way of generalising his argument, which seamlessly transposes it
to support the weighted, rather than the simple majority rule.

1 Introduction
An influential theorem by Douglas Rae1 and Michael Taylor2 shows that the individually
optimal collective decision-rule, for a constitution-maker behind a veil of ignorance, is the
simple majority rule. This rule, in binary collective decisions, assigns to every person an equal
vote, and selects as outcome the option receiving more votes. A recent theorem by Harry
Brighouse and Marc Fleurbaey3 and by Fleurbaey4 shows that the weighted majority rule
selects collectively optimal outcomes. This rule, in binary collective decisions, assigns to every
person a voting weight in proportion to her stakes and selects as outcome the option that
receives more voting weights.
The weighted majority rule is extensionally equivalent to the simple majority rule, in decisions
with equal stakes. However, since the former selects collectively optimal outcomes even when
stakes are unequal, one would expect it to be optimal to choose for a constitution-maker
under uncertainty. Thus, the Rae-Taylor theorem seems at odds with the Brighouse-Fleurbaey
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theorem. However, as Fleurbaey5 points out, the latter is a generalisation of the former, which
results from dropping Rae’s assumption of equal intensities of preferences (i.e., of equal
stakes).6
In this paper, I argue that the Rae-Taylor framework already contains the resources needed to
derive the Brighouse-Fleurbaey result. More specifically, while Rae explicitly assumes equal
intensities of preference, his own discussion of the constitution-maker’s possible biases in
effect allows for unequal intensities. We can describe this as an unacknowledged
inconsistency in Rae’s framework – or as an underexplored opening, pointing to a way of
generalising his argument to support the weighted, rather than the simple majority rule.
Section 2 summarises Brighouse’s and Fleurbaey’s argument and spells out its implications for
a veiled constitution-maker. Section 3 reconstructs Rae’s argument, whose five controversial
assumptions I point out in section 4. I show how they can be relaxed, along the lines already
suggested by Rae, and that the resulting generalised argument advocates the weighted
majority rule. Section 5 concludes.

2 The Brighouse-Fleurbaey argument
Assume that, for a given binary decision with options x and y, x yields a greater sum-total of
well-being for the people it affects than y. Second, assume everyone either prefers x to y or y
to x or is indifferent, and that the direction and intensity of her preference corresponds to her
stakes, i.e., her difference in well-being units between the options. One way to understand
the idea of stakes is that, for every decision, the voter’s well-being level from the option that
is worse for her constitutes a baseline, and her stakes equal the number of additional wellbeing units from the for her better option. Then those who prefer x to y do so with a greater
overall intensity – and have a larger total amount of stakes – than those who prefer y to x.
Third, assume a decision-rule assigning numbers of votes in proportion to stakes (assigning
zero votes to indifferent individuals). Fourth, all voters (stakeholders with assigned votes) are
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self-interested (seek to maximise their preference satisfaction), such that, in a vote between
x and y, they choose their preferred option.7 Then a decision-rule, which selects as outcome
that option receiving the greater number of votes, selects the option with the greater sumtotal of well-being. The rule described is the weighted majority rule.8
For an even number of votes, half of which support x and the other half y, the rule needs a tiebreaker. Ceteris paribus, any tie-breaker will do. Given that the votes are split evenly between
the options, so are the stakes, which implies that the options are equal in sum-total of wellbeing. Thus, the weighted majority rule, complemented with any tie-breaker, selects the
collectively optimal outcome, i.e., an option that is at least as high in sum-total of well-being
as its alternative.
This argument provides a utilitarian social planner with a strong (prima facie) reason to
implement the weighted majority rule.9 What does it imply for the individual – as assumed,
self-interested – voter? Does it provide her with a reason to accept this collective decisionrule? If this question concerns single instances of collective decision-making, the answer is no.
The voter’s acceptance depends on how the chips happen to fall: if she finds herself on the
side of the minority-stakeholders, she has a (prima facie) self-interested reason to oppose the
rule along with its outcome.
A more interesting question concerns the voter’s second-order decision which rule to accept
for any and all upcoming instances of collective decision-making. Which rule would be optimal
for a voter qua constitution-maker, making this decision under ignorance? Intuitively, not
knowing who she will be beyond a veil of ignorance, she should choose a rule maximising the
sum-total of well-being for all. According to the above argument, this is the weighted majority
rule.10 A substantial argument for this conclusion runs as follows.
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Assume that the veil conceals which first-order decisions the constitution-maker will face and
what her stakes will be. Second, the constitution-maker is self-interested in a qualified sense,
seeking to maximise preference satisfaction while prioritising satisfaction of more intense
preferences over satisfaction of less intense preferences. I.e., her normative criterion is to
maximise intensity-weighted preference satisfaction. Then, not knowing whether she will be
a majority- or minority-stakeholder, with high, low, or no stakes in any upcoming decision, she
will satisfy this criterion by choosing a rule which, for every binary decision, assigns votes in
proportion to stakes (corresponding to intensity-weighted preferences) and selects as
outcome the option attracting an at least as great sum-total of votes as its alternative. I.e., she
will choose the weighted majority rule. This conclusion provides the self-interested voter, qua
constitution-maker, with a reason to accept this rule. Yet this runs counter to Rae’s argument.

3 Rae’s argument
Rae’s constitution-maker is ‘a single, anonymous individual who is self-interested in the sense
of wishing to optimize the correspondence between his own values, however selfish or
altruistic, and those expressed by collective policy. This individual would like to “have his way”
as often as possible, by securing the adoption of proposals he likes and the defeat of proposals
he dislikes’.11
Second, the constitution-maker chooses among n voting rules, for any group of n≥3 voters
facing a binary decision between supporting policy x and defeating x (i.e., preserving status
quo). At one extreme of these n rules Rae locates the ‘rule of consensus’: x is passed only if all
n voters support it. At the other extreme is the ‘rule of individual initiative’: x is passed only if
one voter supports it.12 Between these extremes are the rules stating that x is passed only if
n–1 (n–2; ...; or n–(n–2)) voters support it.
Third, the constitution-maker knows ‘nothing about the (long-run) agenda which will confront
the [collective], about the ways individuals will evaluate the proposals which do arise, or about
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the factional structure of the [collective]’.13 He just knows that each voter (including himself)
will either support or reject each proposal, independently of any other. Rae’s constitutionmaker thus faces one of four possible events for each decision:
(A) A policy he supports is collectively defeated.
(B) A policy he opposes is collectively passed.
(C) A policy he opposes is collectively defeated.
(D) A policy he supports is collectively passed.
In (A) and (B), the ‘values’ expressed by the outcomes of the decision do not correspond to
the constitution-maker's own. In (C) and (D), they do. His wish to ‘have his way’ as often as
possible is precisified in Rae’s individualist normative criterion: ‘One should choose that
decision-rule which minimizes the sum of the expected frequencies for (A) in which the
[collective] does not impose a policy which his value schedule leads him to support, and (B) in
which the [collective] imposes a policy which his value schedule leads him to oppose’.14
These assumptions generate a model within which the expected frequencies of (A) and (B) can
be calculated for any voting rule that requires n – m voters to vote for a policy in order to pass
it. Rae assumes that n > m ≥ 0. Under Rae’s rule of consensus, the expected frequency of (A)
is at its maximum: a policy is passed only if everyone supports it. The expected frequency of
(B), however, is zero: the constitution-maker's rejection will suffice to defeat a policy. Under
Rae’s rule of individual initiative, the tables are turned. The expected frequency of (A) is zero:
the constitution-maker's support will suffice for a policy to pass. The expected frequency of
(B) is, however, quite high: a policy is defeated only if no one supports it. Between these two
extremes, the expected frequencies for (A) are monotonically increasing with the number of
individuals whose support is required for a policy to pass, while the expected frequencies for
(B) are monotonically decreasing. The frequency curves are thus opposed.
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Rae’s normative criterion requires that the sum of the expected frequencies for (A) and (B) is
minimised. Rae illustrates that this minimum is located between the two extremes, rule of
consensus and rule of individual initiative. For an odd number of voters, the sum is minimised
when the required number of supporters to get a policy passed is (n+1)/2. For an even
number, this minimum occurs both at n/2 and at (n+1)/2.
Hence, simple majority rule, requiring that more than half the voters support a policy for it to
pass, is an optimal decision-rule. Rae concludes that ‘majority-rule is as good (i.e. optimal) as
any alternative decision-rule, given the model proposed here’.15 In the long run, it ensures the
constitution-maker's preferred outcomes as often as possible. This provides the constitutionmaker with a reason to accept this rule.

4 Adjusting Rae’s argument
I now examine five central restrictions of Rae's argument: (i) Rae’s n decision-rules “exhaust
the available alternatives”, such that, e.g., weighted decision-rules are excluded from the
outset.16 (ii) For every policy x and every voter i, i either supports or rejects x, leaving no room
for indifference, i.e., ranking x as just as good as the status quo. (iii) Framing the argument in
terms of supporting versus rejecting policies makes all decisions status-quo dependent,
leaving aside decisions between two options, neither of which is the status quo, (e.g., two
mutually exclusive policies unanimously ranked above status quo). (iv) Rae explicitly
disregards as theoretically intractable the ‘problem of intensity’, i.e., the idea that in some
decisions there might be more at stake for some voters than for others.17 (v) The constitutionmaker is not biased in favour of one of the options, ruling out, e.g., a conservative bias in
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favour of preserving the status quo. Rae characterises such bias as a ‘positional (as opposed
to substantive) preference’.18
Undoubtedly, Rae’s argument is sound given these restrictions; and uncontroversially, we may
make it more general by suitably relaxing them, thereby possibly modifying its conclusion. The
next section, however, highlights how Rae’s own considerations point us into the direction of
such a generalised argument. Starting from (v), I show that relaxing the no-bias assumption,
in accordance with Rae’s suggestions, paves the way for relaxing the others.

4.1 The problem of bias
Rae considers a constitution-maker with a general conservative bias in favour of the status
quo, assigning more disvalue to (B) than to (A). His normative criterion now needs adjustment:
the optimal decision rule minimises the sum of the weighted expected frequencies of (A) and
(B), with the weights chosen in proportion to the assigned (dis)values.19
Rae discusses the weights of 1 and 2, respectively, for (A) and (B). Intuitively, the idea is that
bad action (B) is twice as bad as bad inaction (A). Stressing ‘the enormous difficulty of
supplying meaningful quantities for [these weights]’, Rae concedes that, ‘[o]n the assumption
that the weights themselves make sense’, the adjusted normative criterion singles out another
optimal voting rule: the two-thirds majority rule, according to which a policy is passed only if
2/3 of the n voters support it.20
We should pause to note the extent to which this concession changes Rae’s model. Originally,
the constitution-maker ranks the events according to only one factor: correspondence
between preference and outcome – (C) or (D) – is ranked above non-correspondence – (A) or
(B). By introducing a conservative bias, Rae introduces an additional factor, ranking nonpreferred status quo – (A) – above non-preferred change – (B). Thus, the constitution-makers
now ranks the two options he values – (C) or (D) – over one he disvalues – (A) – over one he
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disvalues even more – (B). Hence, given that he supports a policy, he prefers (D) to (A), and
given that he opposes a policy, he prefers (C) to (B), and the latter preference’s intensity is
greater than that of the former. Relaxing assumption (v) by introducing bias thus implies
introducing ‘intensity’, i.e., varying stakes. This amounts to relaxing assumption (iv). Rae’s
‘positional’ preference is thus not only opposed to substantive preference, but also to the
binary (on-off) picture of preference satisfaction underlying the whole of Rae’s model.
In dealing with bias, Rae thus points out a way to deal with the problem of intensities. His
specific suggestion holds for a constitution-maker who is always and only biased in one way
— in this case, conservatively. For generality, we should allow that he may be conservatively
biased only in certain decision, e.g., concerning family issues. In decisions concerning, e.g.,
education and the sciences, he may instead have an anti-conservative (innovative) bias, or no
bias at all. Yet for such a voter, Rae’s adjusted normative criterion with fixed weights becomes
irrelevant.
An upshot of generalising the assumption of varying biases to one concerning varying stakes
is that we do not have to frame the events facing the constitution-maker in terms of passed
or defeated policy x (both having the status quo non-x as their baseline). We can frame them
instead in terms of whether or not the collective ranking of any two options x and y
corresponds to the constitution-maker's individual ranking of these options. This amounts to
relaxing assumption (iii) and reduces the number of events the constitution-maker has to take
into consideration:
(I) Correspondence: The constitution-maker ranks x above y, as does the
collective.
(II) Non-correspondence: The constitution-maker ranks x above y, but the
collective does not.
(I) is equivalent to the union of (C) and (D). (II) is equivalent to the union of (A), (B), and
additional event (E). (E) covers all cases of non-correspondence, such that the constitutionmaker is not indifferent between x and y, while the collective ranking is indifferent. This
possibility was missing in Rae's model.
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Within this framework, we can also account for another missing event:
(III) Individual indifference: The constitution-maker is indifferent between x and
y, while the collective either ranks one above the other or is indifferent as well.
Thus, relaxing (v), the no-bias assumption, helps reframe the constitution-maker’s decision
problem in a way which ultimately allows us to relax even assumption (ii).
In the next section, I suggest a normative criterion for a self-interested constitution-maker
considering the events of (I), (II), and (III) in this less restricted context. I then show how the
criterion, along Rae’s own lines of reasoning, seamlessly leads him to accept the weighted
majority rule. This shows how even assumption (i), the restriction to Rae’s set of n voting rules,
can be relaxed.

4.2 Deriving the weighted majority rule from the Raean framework
Considering (I), (II), and (III), the constitution-maker wants as much correspondence and as
little non-correspondence as possible. Indifference event (III) does not matter to him (unless
his goal of ‘having his way’ is a fetish). However, not all correspondence is equally good and
not all non-correspondence equally bad for him, due to varying stakes. Accordingly, he wants
as much correspondence as possible, especially in high-stakes decisions, and as little noncorrespondence as possible, again, especially in high-stakes decisions.
To precisify this idea, the constitution-maker wants to maximise the sum of the weighted
expected frequency of (I) minus the weighted expected frequency of (II), with weights chosen
in proportion to his stakes. This stakes-sensitive normative criterion applies to equal and
unequal stakes-cases alike. (We can see from its formulation why (III) becomes irrelevant: this
event occurs only when the constitution-maker is indifferent, such that his stakes, and hence
weights, will be zero. Thus, including (III) makes no difference.)
This seems to be a hopeless criterion for finding one single optimal voting rule for all possible
decisions, since the stakes — and thus weights — may vary for every instance of (I) and (II).
But it helps if the constitution-maker shifts perspective. He knows that, in each upcoming
9
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decision, he will have some number of stakes, ranging between zero (indifference) and the
total amount of stakes in the decision, s, i.e., the sum-total of all the voters' well-being
differentials. What he wants can now be re-described as having as many of his stakes in
instances of (I) and as few in instances of (II) as possible. Thus, for every one of his stakes, he
wants to maximise the probability that it ‘occurs’ in (I), or — equivalently — minimise the
probability that it ‘occurs’ in (II). (That a voter’s stake ‘occurs’ in (I) (or (II)) simply means that
it is one of his stakes in a decision where the for him better (worse) option is selected.) Thus,
he wishes to minimise the expected frequency of (II) for each of his stakes, rather than for
himself. This is the stakes-centred normative criterion.
I now assimilate this criterion to Rae’s original criterion, to facilitate the assimilation of his
argument to my purposes. As stated, (II) is equivalent to the union of (A), (B), and (E). Rae’s
criterion only considers (A) and (B). Assume, initially, that there are only decisions with an odd
total number of stakes, such that there cannot be any collective indifference. Then, (E) can be
disregarded, such that (II) is equivalent to the union of (A) and (B). Rae's normative criterion
requires that the sum of the expected frequencies of (A) and (B) is minimised for the
constitution-maker. Thus, it is equivalent to my stakes-centred normative criterion, except
that it focuses on the constitution-maker — as one of n voters — instead of on any one of his
stakes — as one among a total of s stakes.
Rae shows that the optimal decision rule, according to his criterion, requires that to get x
passed, there are (n+1)/2 voters supporting x, for an odd number of voters. Along the same
lines, we can now conclude that the optimal decision rule, according to the stakes-centred
normative criterion, requires that to get x passed, there are (s+1)/2 stakes ‘supporting’ x, for
an odd number of stakes. Recall that we defined a voter’s stakes as equalling her number of
additional well-being units from the for her better option, compared to the baseline level of
the for her worse option. Each stake can thus be said to ‘support’ the for her better option.
Thus, the support of a simple majority of stakes is required for a policy to be selected. This is
ensured by the weighted majority rule, which assigns numbers of votes in proportion to stakes
and selects as outcome the option that gets a simple majority of votes.
Assume now that there are decisions with an even total number of stakes. Then there are
three possibilities. One, there is no collective indifference, i.e., there is a majority of stakes in
10
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favour of one of the options. Then, the above argument holds even here. Two, there is
collective indifference between the options — and the constitution-maker is indifferent as
well. Then, he does not care which voting rule is employed. The weighted majority rule, with
any tie-breaker, is as good for him as any other. Three, there is collective indifference between
options x and y — and the constitution-maker is not indifferent. This is event (E). Since there
are as many stakes in total for x as there are for y, the constitution-maker knows that it is
equally likely that his stakes will support either option. Hence, the weighted majority rule,
with any tie-breaker choosing either one of the options, is as good for him as any other.
The weighted majority rule is thus better for the constitution-maker than any other, in oddstakes cases as well as even-stakes cases without collective indifference. And it is as good for
him as any other, in even-stakes cases with collective indifference. He will thus choose it
behind his veil of ignorance.21

5 Conclusion
I have shown that the Rae-Taylor theorem can be taken a good step further, and that Rae’s
own discussion already contains the resources necessary to generalise his result. Rae’s
consideration of the problem of bias points out a way to handle varying stakes, to allow statusquo independence for describing the options, and to allow voter indifference. The resulting
generalised argument supports the weighted majority rule, as the individually optimal
collective decision-rule, and thus aligns with the Brighouse-Fleurbaey theorem’s implication
for individual optimality.22

21
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